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Abstract—Estimation of a vector from quantized linear mea-
surements is a common problem for which simple linear tech-
niques are sometimes greatly suboptimal. This paper summarizes
the development of generalized approximate message passing
(GAMP) algorithms for minimum mean-squared error estima-
tion of a random vector from quantized linear measurements,
notably allowing the linear expansion to be overcomplete or
undercomplete and the scalar quantization to be regular or non-
regular. GAMP is a recently-developed class of algorithms that
uses Gaussian approximations in belief propagation and allows
arbitrary separable input and output channels. Scalar quanti-
zation of measurements is incorporated into the output channel
formalism, leading to the first tractable and effective method
for high-dimensional estimation problems involving non-regular
scalar quantization. Non-regular quantization is empirically
demonstrated to greatly improve rate–distortion performance
in some problems with oversampling or with undersampling
combined with a sparsity-inducing prior. Under the assumption of
a Gaussian measurement matrix with i.i.d. entries, the asymptotic
error performance of GAMP can be accurately predicted and
tracked through the state evolution formalism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimation of a signal from quantized samples arises both
from the discretization in digital acquisition devices and the
quantization performed for lossy compression. In some set-
tings, much can be gained from treating quantization with
care. A key example is analog-to-digital conversion (ADC),
where the advantage from oversampling is increased by replac-
ing conventional linear estimation with nonlinear estimation
procedures [1]–[6]. Sophisticated approaches are also helpful
when using sparsity or compressibility to reconstruct an un-
dersampled signal [7]–[9].
This paper focuses on using a simple message-passing

algorithm based on belief propagation (BP). Implementation
of BP for estimation of a continuous-valued quantity requires
discretization of densities; this is inexact and leads to high
computational complexity. To handle quantization effects with-
out any heuristic additive noise model and with low complex-
ity, we use a recently-developed Gaussian-approximated BP
algorithm, called generalized approximate message passing
(GAMP) [10] or relaxed belief propagation [11], which ex-
tends earlier methods [12], [13] to nonlinear output channels.
GAMP provides significantly-improved performance over

traditional methods for estimating from quantized samples.
Additionally, when quantizer outputs are used as inputs to a
nonlinear estimation algorithm, minimizing the mean-squared
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error (MSE) between quantizer inputs and outputs is gen-
erally not equivalent to minimizing the MSE of the final
reconstruction [14]. To optimize the quantizer for the GAMP
algorithm, one can use that the MSE under large random
mixing matrices A can be predicted accurately from a set
of simple state evolution (SE) equations [10], [15]. Then, by
modeling the quantizer as a part of the measurement channel,
the SE formalism can be used to optimize the quantizer to
asymptotically minimize distortions after the reconstruction by
GAMP. Our use of randomA is for rigor of the SE formalism;
the dependence of the effectiveness of GAMP on A remains a
topic for study. Additional related work and details, especially
on SE analysis and quantizer optimization, appear in [16].

II. QUANTIZED LINEAR EXPANSIONS
This paper focuses on the general quantized measurement

abstraction of
y = Q(Ax), (1)

where x ∈ R
n is a signal of interest, A ∈ R

m×n is a linear
mixing matrix, and Q : Rm → R

m is a scalar quantizer. We
will be primarily interested in (per-component) MSE distortion
n−1

E[‖x − x̂‖2] for various estimators x̂ that depend on y,
A, and Q. Encoding rates are measured in bits per component
of x. The cases of m ≥ n and m < n are both of interest.
We sometimes use z = Ax to simplify expressions.

A. Overcomplete Expansions
Let A ∈ R

m×n with m ≥ n have rank n. Then Ax is
an overcomplete expansion of x and Q(Ax) is a quantized
overcomplete expansion. Under several reasonable models,
linear estimation of x has MSE inversely proportional to
m. More sophisticated algorithms have focused on enforcing
consistency of an estimate with the quantized samples to yield
MSE inversely proportional to m2, which is the best possible
dependence on m [17]. Full consistency is not necessary for
optimal MSE dependence on m [4], [6].
A nonlinear estimate may exploit boundedness of the sets

Si(yi) = {x ∈ R
n | qi(zi) = yi}, i = 1, 2, . . . , m,

which we call single-sample consistent sets. Assuming for now
that scalar quantizer qi is regular1 and its cells are bounded,
the boundary of Si(yi) is two parallel hyperplanes. The full set
of hyperplanes obtained for one index i by varying yi over the
output levels of qi is called a hyperplane wave partition [17],

1A scalar quantizer is regular when the input values mapped to any one
output value form a single interval and the output value is in that interval.
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Fig. 1: Visualizing the information present in a quantized overcomplete expansion of x ∈ R
2 when each qi is a regular

quantizer. (a) A single hyperplane wave partition with one single-sample consistent set shaded. (b) Partition boundaries from
two hyperplane waves; x is specified to the intersection of two single-sample consistent sets, which is a bounded convex cell.
(c) Partition from part (b) in dashed lines with a third hyperplane wave added in solid lines.

as illustrated for a uniform quantizer in Fig. 1(a). The set
enclosed by two neighboring hyperplanes in a hyperplane
wave partition is called a slab; one slab is shaded in Fig. 1(a).
Intersecting Si(yi) for n distinct indexes specifies an n-
dimensional parallelotope as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Using
more than n of these single-sample consistent sets restricts x
to a finer partition, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The intersection
S(y) = ⋂m

i=1 Si(yi) is called the consistent set.
Quantized overcomplete expansions arise naturally in ac-

quisition subsystems such as ADCs, where m/n represents
oversampling factor relative to Nyquist rate. In such systems,
high oversampling factor may be motivated by a trade-off
between MSE and power consumption or manufacturing cost:
within certain bounds, faster sampling is cheaper than a higher
number of quantization bits per sample. Ordinarily, the bit-rate
inefficiency of the raw output is made irrelevant by recoding, at
or near Nyquist rate, soon after acquisition or within the ADC.
An alternative explored in this paper is to combat this bit-rate
inefficiency through the use of non-regular quantization.

B. Non-Regular Quantization
Fig. 1(c) helps to explain the bit-rate inefficiency of the

raw output with regular quantization. With y1 and y2 fixed,
x must lie in the intersection of the shaded strips. Only four
values of y3 are possible (the solid hyperplane wave breaks
S1(1) ∩ S2(0) into four cells); bits are wasted if this reduced
range is not exploited in the representation of y3.
Non-regular scalar quantization is always equivalent to

regular scalar quantization followed by a binning operation
in which certain quantizer output values are merged into a
single symbol, effectively making the set of inputs mapped to
any particular symbol a union of intervals. Binning does not
change the boundaries of the single-sample consistent sets,
but it makes these sets unions of slabs that may not even
be connected. Thus, while binning reduces the quantization
rate, in the absence of side information that specifies which

slab contains x (at least with moderately high probability),
it increases distortion significantly. The increase in distortion
is due to ambiguity among slabs. Taking m > n quantized
samples together may provide adequate information to disam-
biguate among slabs, thus removing the distortion penalty.
The key concepts in the use of non-regular quantization are

illustrated in Fig. 2. Suppose one quantized sample y1 specifies
a single-sample consistent set S1(y1) composed of two slabs,
such as the shaded region in Fig. 2(a). A second quantized
sample y2 will not disambiguate between the two slabs. In the
example shown in Fig. 2(b), S2(y2) is composed of two slabs,
and S1(y1) ∩ S2(y2) is the union of four connected sets. A
third quantized sample y3 may now completely disambiguate;
the particular example of S3(y3) shown in Fig. 2(c) makes
S = S1(y1) ∩ S2(y2) ∩ S3(y3) a single convex set.
When the quantized samples together completely disam-

biguate the slabs as in the example, the rate reduction from
binning comes with no increase in distortion. The price to
pay comes in complexity of estimation. This paper provides
a tractable and effective method for reconstruction from a
quantized linear expansion with non-regular quantizers.

C. Undercomplete Expansions

Maintaining the quantized measurement model (1), let us
turn to the case of m < n. We now call Q(Ax) a quantized
undercomplete expansion of x.
Since the rank of A is less than n, A is a many-to-one

mapping. Thus, even without quantization, one cannot recover
x from Ax. Rather, Ax specifies a proper subspace of Rn

containing x; whenA is in general position, the subspace is of
dimension n−m. Quantization increases the ambiguity in the
value of x, yielding consistent sets similar to those depicted
in Fig. 1(a) and 2(a). However, knowledge that x is sparse
or approximately sparse could be exploited to enable accurate
estimation of x from Q(Ax). See [16] for an illustration.
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Fig. 2: Visualizing the information present in a quantized overcomplete expansion of x ∈ R
2 when using non-regular quantizers.

(a) A single hyperplane wave partition with one single-sample consistent set shaded. Binning makes the shaded set not
connected. (b) Partition boundaries from two hyperplane waves; x is specified to the intersection of two single-sample consistent
sets, which is the union of four convex cells. (c) A third sample now specifies x to within a consistent set S that is convex.

III. ESTIMATION FROM QUANTIZED SAMPLES

Generalizing (1), let

y = Q(z+w) where z = Ax. (2)

The input vector x ∈ R
n is randomwith i.i.d. entries with prior

p.d.f. px. The linear mixing matrixA ∈ R
m×n is random with

i.i.d. entries aij ∼ N (0, 1/m). The (pre-quantization) additive
noise w ∈ R

m is random with i.i.d. entries wi ∼ N (0, σ2).
The scalar quantizer Q has identical component quantizers qi,
each with K output levels.
The estimator x̂ is a function of A, y, Q, and σ2. We wish

to minimize the MSE n−1
E[‖x− x̂‖2].

Our primary interest is in the case of σ2 = 0, but allowing
a nontrivial distribution for w is not only more general but
also makes the derivations more clear.

IV. GAMP FOR A QUANTIZER OUTPUT CHANNEL

The acquisition model (2) is suitable for GAMP estimation
under the conditions in [10] after one simple observation: the
mapping from z to y is a separable probabilistic mapping
with identical marginals. Specifically, quantized measurement
yi indicates zi + wi ∈ q−1

i (yi), so each component output
channel can be characterized as

py|z(y | z) =
∫
q
−1
i

(y)

1√
2πσ

exp

(
− (t− z)2

2σ2

)
dt.

Explicit update rules are given in [16]. The complexity is at
most linear in the number of quantization levels.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Overcomplete Expansions: We first consider overcom-
plete expansion of x as discussed in Section II-A. We generate
the signal x with i.i.d. elements from the standard Gaussian
distribution xj ∼ N (0, 1). We form A from i.i.d. zero-mean
Gaussian random variables. To concentrate on the degradation
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Fig. 3: Performance comparison for oversampled observation
of a jointly Gaussian signal vector (no sparsity). GAMP
outperforms linear MMSE and MAP estimators.

due to quantization we assume noiseless measurement model
(1); i.e., σ2 = 0 in (2).
Fig. 3 presents squared-error performance of three esti-

mation algorithm while varying the oversampling ratio m/n
and holding n = 100. To generate the plot we considered
estimation from measurements discretized by a 16-level reg-
ular uniform quantizer. For each value of m/n, 100 random
realizations of the problem were generated; the curves show
the median squared error over these 100 Monte Carlo trials.
For comparison to GAMP, we also plot the performance for
two other common reconstruction methods: linear MMSE and
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP). The MAP estimator
was implemented using quadratic programming (QP) and
obtains the minimum Euclidean-norm estimate consistent with
the quantized samples.
We see that GAMP offers significantly better performance

with more than 5 dB improvement for many values of m/n.
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Fig. 4: Performance comparison of GAMP with other sparse
estimation methods.
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Fig. 5: Performance comparison of GAMP with regular and
binned quantizers under sparse Gauss-Bernoulli prior.

MAP provides poor performance compared to GAMP because
it finds a corner of the consistent set, which is suboptimal as
compared to the centroid of the consistent set.

Compressive Sensing: We now would like to estimate
a sparse signal x from m < n random measurements. We
assume that the signal x is generated with i.i.d. elements from
the Gauss–Bernoulli distribution

xj ∼
{ N (0, 1/ρ) , with probability ρ;

0, with probability 1− ρ,
(3)

where ρ is the sparsity ratio that represents the average fraction
of nonzero components of x. In the following experiments
we assume ρ = 0.1. Similar to the overcomplete case, we
form the measurement matrix A from i.i.d. Gaussian random
variables, i.e., Aij ∼ N (0, 1/m); and we assume no additive
noise (σ2 = 0 in (2)).
Fig. 4 compares squared-error performance of GAMP with

two other sparse estimation methods. We obtain the curves
by varying the undersampling ratio β = n/m and holding
m = 100. We perform estimation from measurements obtained
from a 16-level regular uniform quantizer. The figure plots the

median of squared error values from 100 Monte Carlo trials
for each value of β. The top curve (worst performance) is for
linear MMSE estimation; and the middle curve is for the basis
pursuit estimator, x̂ = argminx :y=Q(Ax) ‖x‖1, which can be
cast and solved as a linear program (LP). Again GAMP offers
substantial improvement over the other methods.

Non-Regular Quantization: We repeat the case of the
undersampled sparse signal by again using x with an i.i.d.
Gauss–Bernoulli distribution with ρ = 0.1. To study non-
regular quantization, we introduce a binning function that re-
duces the rate of the quantizer by 1 bit per sample (halving the
number of output levels) by performing reduction modulo 2.
Fig. 5 plots the MSE performance of GAMP under regular

and non-regular quantization. We vary the number of bits per
component of x while holding β = 3. In comparison to regular
quantizers, binned quantizers with GAMP estimation achieve
much lower distortions for the same rates.
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